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The View From The Mountain 
 

As 2020 comes to a close we 
are once again reflecting on the 
year. This year brought many 
struggles and issues for people 
of all demographics.  

No one can say they were 
completely unaffected by global 
events and emotional stress that 
this year has brought. But still 
we persevere and make do and 
hope that we can make a 
difference to someone 
somewhere. 

The hardest 
part of 2020 for us 
has been being 
unable to help 
homeowners in our 
area. Our Summer 
work camp 
program brings joy 
to not only our 
campers and 
homeowners, but 
to us as well. It has 
been strange, to say the least, to 
have had such a quiet and 
seemingly uneventful year. 
However, the connections made 
and bonds strengthened in times 
of struggle have been invaluable.  
   

 
Our friends may be 6+ feet 

away (or 100s of miles) but we 
can still care and support each 
other. 

We want to thank everyone 
who has stuck with us, helped 
support us, and carry hope with 
us for brighter times ahead. 

In honor of our friends and 
loved ones all over the globe, 
this season’s Holiday Newsletter 
is a simple collection of writings, 
music, recipes, and art we hope 
will bring you some warmth this 
winter. 

Wishing everyone a safe and 
Happy Holiday Season, 

Tim & Crystal 
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A Ghost Tale   

Visiting homes where our groups     
might eventually lend a hand is      
a big part of our job at the        
Folklife Center. Greg and I meet      
a lot of people. Sometimes     
there are interesting tangles that     
make you think very hard. We      
have met many, many good     
people who are not living in      
good situations. 
 
We went to a home where a       
young parent was struggling    
with (among other things) a     
dilapidated floor – missing in     
many places where they had to      
pack down dirt to keep it from       
spreading. We were asked if we      
could please help soon, because     
the town of Exville in     
Mersumleigh county (story true,    
names change to the ridiculous     
to prevent speculation) had    
condemned the property, and    
the family would have    
nowhere to go. 
 
The first thought was: “How     
horrible for a government to     
behave that way!!” But on     
closer examination, it seemed    
that the political entity had     
little choice, because there was     
a citizen complaint. That citizen     
complaint could be traced to an      
argumentative neighbor who   
was hoping to acquire the     
property. Said citizen was just     
as impoverished as the person     
we were visiting. The town and      
county had no choice by law but       
to follow up on complaints. A      
town that does not take     
complaints seriously is not a     
good thing, and complaints    
cannot be sorted into nice vs      
naughty even if Santa Claus is      
coming to town. But then again,      
it seems like some compassion     
on the part of the officials might       
be able to develop some more      
helpful policy. And it seems like      
the neighbor was selfish. 

 
So, giving it some thought, I      
realized that the enemy here     
was not the town / county. And       
really, the neighbor was    
suffering too, needing more    
space. All were desperate for     
better living conditions. We also     
at ASFC can be accused of not       
helping, if only because we have      
limitations on when we can work      
and how many workers we have. 
 
One side would admonish these     
poor people for going after each      
other. The other would point to      
lack of compassion in a     
government that cares more    
about property than people.    
Sides will be taken. Votes will be       
cast. Problems will not be solved      
and things will not get better.  

 
What I have to say about that is        
this: Going after each other as      
enemies is not going to result in       
improving society. One side or     
the other (not really Political     
Parties at this level of     
government, but you can take     
that away from this essay, if you       
wish) is not going to fix      
anything. Actually this kind of     
ad hominem debate is just going      
to add another layer of     
dysfunction. Taking sides and    
digging in against others makes     
just about everything worse.    
The enemy is much less     
tangible. Ghosts. 
 
Like the ghosts in Dickens’ A      
Christmas Carol the accusation    

comes from the intangible realm.     
The enemy is not the people on       
the other side of a given      
question. The bad ghosts that     
inhabit rich, poor, invested,    
ignored, concerned and   
unconcerned, believers and   
non-believers alike are   
“apparitions” like ignorance,   
want, greed and apathy. It is      
failure to take the time to listen,       
and lack of empathy that bring      
them to life indiscriminately.    
Without our help, these    
apparitions don’t exist in any     
form. 
Sloughing off responsibility for    
doing our part is easy when the       
“other guy” is to blame and we       
ourselves are not. Whether the     
bad guy in the above situation is       
the governing agency, or the     

ornery, suffering neighbor is a     
moot point. Yes! They are     
both guilty. But also, they     
each have a point. There has      
to be a way to remove bad       
buildings for the greater    
lifestyle of the town. Yes,     
people often legitimately need    
more room than they can     
afford. Yes! They also can be      

mean. The individual in question     
is suffering. They town already     
has plenty. All of those points      
are well-taken. And all are     
haunted by myopia, insouciance    
and lack of empathy. Ghosts are      
hard to name, and harder still to       
catch because only we make     
them real. 
 
Our wish for this season of      
retrospection and new   
beginnings is that we see the      
good in each other, and watch      
for the common pitfalls of the      
intangible but universal   
hauntings. May we have    
empathy in our hearts for     
everyone. 

-Tim Mainland 
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⛄From hearth to Hearth: Holiday Recipes from Our Families to Yours 
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Support ASFC by 
shopping online 
 
Did you know you can help support 
ASFC by doing your regular online 
shopping through amazon smile? 
Amazon Smile supports non-profits 
like us by donating to us when you 
make any of your regular online 
purchases. If you have Amazon 
Prime or have family that regularly 
use Amazon, please consider 
making us your non-profit. Here are 
instructions on how to set this up 
on their website. 
 

1. Visit smile.amazon.com 

2. Sign in with your Amazon.com credentials 

3. Choose “Appalachian South Folklife Center 
Inc” as your charitable organization to receive 
donations. You may have to search for it. 

4. Start shopping! 

Add a bookmark for smile.amazon.com to make it even easier to return and start your shopping at 
AmazonSmile 

Turn on AmazonSmile in the Amazon Shopping app 

1. Make sure you're signed up for AmazonSmile (use your web browser to visit smile.amazon.com) 

2. Download or update to the latest version of the Amazon Shopping app for iOS or Android 

3. Open the app and find “Settings” in the main menu (☰) 

4. Tap on “AmazonSmile” and follow the on-screen instructions to turn on AmazonSmile in the app. 
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https://smile.amazon.com/?ref=dayone_us_smilehowto_1
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https://www.amazon.com/gp/redirect.html/ref=smi_se_mht_l3_and_mob_mkt?_encoding=UTF8&location=https%3A%2F%2Fplay.google.com%2Fstore%2Fapps%2Fdetails%3Fhl%3Den%26id%3Dcom.amazon.mShop.android.shopping&source=standards&token=84DABF562496B748161553B28D24ADF9D69EB363&pf_rd_m=ATVPDKIKX0DER&pf_rd_s=center-5&pf_rd_r=0GX2TJFAA2QDKRZPG3H8&pf_rd_t=1401&pf_rd_p=414ab8da-4264-44ec-b4d1-df19bd241b01&pf_rd_i=1000625601


Art & Poetry 
 
 
All things in this creation exist within 
you, 
and all things in you exist in creation; 
there is no border between you and 
the closest things, 
and there is no distance between 
you and the farthest things, 
and all things, 
from the lowest to the loftiest, 
from the smallest to the greatest, 
are within you as equal things. 
In one atom are found all the 
elements of the earth; 
in one motion of the mind are found 
the motions of all the laws of 
existence; 
in one drop of water are found the 
secrets of all the endless oceans; 
in one aspect of you  are found all 
the aspects of existence . 
 
-from Secrets of the Heart, by Khalil Gibran 
 A Treasury of Khalil Gibran,  Citadel Press, 1947 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Deep, deep down in living 
Is something I desire, 
Deep in ages smoldering, 
An ever living fire. 
 
Surging human passion 
That I cannot define. 
I feel it in the masses, 
Mysterious... divine. 
 
Deep, deep down in living 
These mighty breakers 
roll. 
The spell of living people 
Has clutches on my soul. 
 
-Deep, Deep down in Living, by 
Don West 
No Lonesome Road: Selected Prose and 
Poems, University of Illinois, 2004 
 
 
(paintings by Connie West) 
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